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[11:32]

Connétable M.K. Jackson of St. Brelade (Chair):
Good morning, everyone. We will kick off immediately by asking if you can outline how, in your view,
the proposed foreshore encroachment revised policy provides a more fair and pragmatic approach
when handling foreshore encroachment matters?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
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Yes, thank you, Chair. As you know, P.111 has been submitted and yourself and your panel have
requested you would like to have a look at it, which obviously we are more than happy to agree to.
So this will be becoming before the States early in the New Year. Right, to kick off, Tim, would you
like to take this?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Thank you, Minister. The policy itself is divided into 4 general sections, the first of which establishes
the principle of a proactive approach and the historical approach of J.P.H. (Jersey Property
Holdings) has always been - and will continue to be - to engage with the affected individuals and to
make sure that other than a blanket settlement that the specific incidence and context of their
particular case is considered, and that the challenges that are faced are resolved in light of the
specifics of the individual cases. So the first part of the policy is a proactive and pragmatic
engagement. The second part covers the identification early of new or recent encroachments and
establishes the requirement to settle those and to make sure that the encroachment is again
resolved. The third part of the policy looks to historic encroachments and I think it is obvious that
these are the areas that are particularly challenging.

But, again, there are a number of

methodologies that could be sought from removal of the encroachment to a financial or legal
regularisation of any encroachment to make sure that both the landowner and the public have the
outcome that is desired. Then the final part of the policy looks at minor encroachments and, again,
establishes that there will be a pragmatic approach to how these are solved. That may be wooden
steps down over the breakwater or opening of a gate on to the public foreshore, and these will be
considered in their own merits and a resolution agreed.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Tim, we all know what foreshore encroachment means but for those listening in, could you just clarify
what it means because it does cover, shall we say, a multitude of sins, if you could describe them
as such?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Yes, absolutely. Well, the foreshore is defined in law as the strip of land that is lying between the
low water mark of the lowest tide of the year and the high water mark of the highest tide of the year,
and the foreshore originally belonged to the Crown until it was gifted in its entirety to the public of
the Island in 2015. The high water mark at the highest tide of the year represents the boundary
between the publicly owned foreshore and the private properties. There are a number of private
properties, particularly in the south and south-east corner of the Island to which that applies. The
sea wall, which was constructed, was generally constructed in front of the high water mark and so
that means that there is a strip of land that is publicly owned, that is behind the sea wall and in some
circumstances has been included in individual’s properties, either through a commission or a lack of
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knowledge of the existence of that line. So there has historically been uncertainty about the precise
location. It can be perhaps brought about by the shifting sands or lack of record of where the high
water mark was and so a study was undertaken recently to determine exactly where that line was.
That has been done by a reference to historical documents. The study had been undertaken by, in
the main, the Law Officers’ Department and has required an exhaustive research of historical
documents. So an encroachment occurs, as I said, where either wittingly or unwittingly a landowner
uses or occupies, or has access to, or has advantage of that bit of the public land behind the sea
wall that was transferred from the Crown to the public of the Island in 2015.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. Regarding the current policy, concerns were raised about its fairness and its application.
Perhaps, Minister, you could outline the main aspects within the revised policy that would ensure a
fairer approach is achievable with consideration to aspects that perhaps are absent in the current
policy? Essentially what is going to be done differently to allay concerns regarding the current policy
and to achieve a more fair-minded approach when handling situations involving these encroachment
incidents. I am sure you are keen to be as fair to the public as anyone.

The Minister for Infrastructure:
This is something obviously we have inherited but the land transactions, if you like, were going on
when the property belonged to the Crown. So transactions were taking place in those days. But I
would like to clear up some misinformation that is out there that obviously Property Holdings have
been accused of pursuing people when, in fact, on the contrary, Property Holdings have been
perceived … this is normally when a house or property is being transacted and, as I have said
before, any lawyer or solicitor worth their salt would know exactly where the boundaries are.
Normally when a house is being transacted the new buyer will contact a lawyer and the lawyer will
come along and look at the plans and look at the whole site. If they know what they are doing, which
most of them do, they will say: “I think you need to clarify your boundary because this area over here
does not look right.” It is at that point that Property Holdings are contacted and that is when these
problems come to light.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Is it the intention of the policy that each foreshore encroachment account would be considered on
its own merit and, if so, what process is in place to ensure that it is in fact the case?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
If I may defer to Tim again.

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
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It is absolutely the case each individual encroachment would be considered. There are a number
of types of encroachment so we have got an interfering encroachment, a major encroachment that
has a potentially material impact on the Department for Infrastructure’s ability to maintain the sea
wall or the ability of the public to access the foreshore. In those circumstances if the encroachment
cannot be removed then a legal process will have to be determined to understand what the value of
that encroachment might be and then for a settlement, acknowledging the value to be agreed on
between the landowner and the public.

There are, as I mentioned earlier, non-interfering

encroachments which could be a sort of gate opening or stairs that are lying on but not interfering
with the fabric of the sea wall. In those circumstances if there is no material gain then a legal
regularisation could occur, again to the satisfaction of both the landowner and the public, which
would allow the situation to be recorded in law and the ownership to be determined.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Regarding the complaints process, is there a complaints system in place that could be followed if a
property owner disagreed with the outcome of an evaluation? If so, would this process be made
easily accessible to the public?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Yes, I think that is one area that we need to make sure is identified more completely in the
forthcoming policy and I think that there is a process in law.

The value of said interfering

encroachment was to be established by an Institute of Chartered Surveyors valuer and that would
be the basis for the value to be determined. However, I think at the moment it is unclear as to what
the actual recourse might be if somebody disagreed with that valuation. We look to the Law Officers
to make sure that we get a more detailed and clear understanding of what the recourse might be.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
The developers may take a commercial view, however regarding the public resolving issues related
to land disputes resolution is generally not so simple and they are faced with a concern of risk and
cost. Other than using the Complaints Board, are there any options that members of the public may
have at the moment in relation to disputes of the nature you suggest?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
The disputes would be through the Complaints Board and at the moment that is the only opportunity
that we have. But, as I say, I think we need to make sure that there can be a more formal process
that is not as dramatic, if you like, or of such a high level so that it will not be daunting to landowners
if they feel that they have to enter into a full blown legal process to voice their concerns.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
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Yes, there is always the threat of the States or Government having a bottomless pit of money to
defend any actions. I think it is an area, as you say, that does need further consideration. In your
report to your amendment to P.101 you asserted that encroachments made predating the current
ownership should remain subject to compensation claims due to the conveyancing process that
takes place when a property is transacted. It suggests, and I quote: “It would be highly surprising if
buyers had no knowledge of the position, for instance the encroachment.”

[11:45]

Do you still stand by this view? Do you consider this is a fair assumption to make when dealing with
these cases, given that some properties have been in the same family ownership for many, many
years and will not have been transacted, shall we say, by the existing generations even? How would
you respond to that, Tim?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Again, I think that the foreshore has always been a challenging area and I do think that Jersey
lawyers, in particular, are well aware of it as an area that needs particularly close concern, as in any
boundary transactions. But you are absolutely right there may well be historical cases where that
has not been case. I do think that generally in the more recent epoch and certainly since the transfer
of the foreshore from the Crown to the public, that it is clearly very common knowledge that it is an
issue. The fact that transactions were undertaken by the Crown again shows the fact that this was
in common knowledge prior to 2015, so I do think it is a fair assumption to make that generally the
legal profession on the Island would have been aware of challenges and that perhaps it may have
been down to individual landowners who took an element of risk perhaps and felt that they were
prepared to accept the situation if they felt that they were going to be in possession of the property
for a long time and that it would not be an issue if they wanted to sell.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Going forward, you can clarify - and this is for the record - that the revised policy will handle these
sort of situations in a more robust or formal manner than was the case in the past and that the
conveyancing officers within law firms in the Island will be fully aware of what the department are
doing?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
I believe that law firms are fully aware of the issues and certainly the conveyancing profession as a
whole are aware of the challenges.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
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Thank you. The panel is aware that on occasion property owners have received planning consent
for alleged encroachments, how will the revised policy deal with situations like this and what work
has been undertaken to prevent planning permission from being granted in such situations?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Yes, you are absolutely right. I think that the planners have considered, if you like, the bare bones
of the case in the past but certainly we will make sure the Planning Department are now aware that
anything in the area of the foreshore must be referred in the first instance to Jersey Property
Holdings and, indeed, the Law Officers’ Department to make sure that the ownership of areas that
are being applied for planning are clearly identified and are as assertions are made.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
So you would agree that your Minister and Jersey Property Holdings should collaborate with the
planning team within the Department for Infrastructure to ensure that we are joined up in this and
everybody knows what is going on? Would you agree that needs to be done?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
We are definitely joined up and certainly, you are right, we need to make sure that the situation you
outlined does not occur in the future.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Could I suggest that Property Holdings be a requisite consultee, shall we say, of any planning
application that is made for properties with foreshore issues, as are people like drainage and the
roads departments? John Le Maistre has a question.

Connétable J.E. Le Maistre of Grouville:
Do you think Andrew Scate might want to just comment on what has been said so far because mine
is on the same subject but coming from a slightly different area?

Acting Director General, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
I was just going to make the point that it is a legal duty on anyone applying for a planning application
to declare the land ownership. So either they are the total owner and they have to sign accordingly
or they get the landowner’s permission to make that application. So that is a requirement in our
Jersey Planning Law that all our owners have to sign. The starting point is for the person making
the application to be very clear around their ownership and then accordingly if they do understand
that there is public ownership of part of the site then Property Holdings would need to sign as well.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
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John, anything further on that?

The Connétable of Grouville:
Not on that matter but I would like to ask a question about rights of way that lead - there are certainly
quite a few in Grouville, I am assuming there are some in other Parishes - what is their status? They
vary, some of them, at the ends of housing estates which are relatively new. Some are longstanding
rights of way, some rights of way I understand are rights of way to certain other properties in the
area, although they may be owned by one property. What is their status? They all lead out on to
the beach so presumably they lead out on to public property or the foreshore that belongs to the
public and is there a way that as you go through this process of negotiating agreements with property
owners that these rights of way can be established, or not necessarily established but made sure
that they are for the use of the public in the future? Deputy Carolyn Labey was asking these
questions and certainly some research needs to be done. Maybe this is an opportunity whereby
you can agree with property owners that that right of way is kept clear.

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Absolutely. I would say generally though the rights of way on to the beach tend to be slips and those
common easily defined areas. There are, in certain circumstances, footpaths and lanes that are
deemed to be a common right of way but are in private ownership and there is a habitual access
that has been achieved in the past that continues to be used but it is not necessarily a public right
of way. However, there is a … one of the requirements from Deputy Labey was to have a map
produced to show the public access, public rights of way, on to the beach. We would be very happy
to publish that.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Picking up on that, Tim, during the States debate on 24th September, it was commented that Jersey
did not have a land register and that boundaries are based on histories of past transactions and
contracts. In fact it was highlighted that although there are boundary stones on land sometimes
these get moved, ultimately identifying boundaries is inevitably a complex system. Could you
explain how ownership of land would be determined in establishing default boundary lines and what
evidence would be used to determined that?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
I will give it a go, Chair, but I am not sure I will do the explanation justice. The Law Officers’
Department have spent a lot of time and effort researching this and there is a huge volume of
historical data that they consulted to determine these default lines. So it is a legal question and it is
one that would deserve a legal response.
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The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. Regarding deliberate versus unintentional encroachments, the panel would imagine this
could be an area of concern as ultimately a difference exists between these 2 groups. Would you
foresee any complication regarding this and, if so, what measures would be taken to resolve them?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Again, I think that as I outlined at the beginning, our policy, when it is presented, will show that there
is a specific requirement for a pragmatic and logical approach to resolving these issues. I think that
it will be clear if there is a property that has not changed hands over a couple of generations or that
could claim to have a lack of knowledge of an encroachment, in certain circumstances those claims
can be quite easily refuted. There is photographic evidence for the majority of … certainly in the
southern and south-eastern corner of the Island. I think that where there is a legitimate claim to lack
of understanding and knowledge of encroachment then, of course, that will be dealt with. We have,
in the past, applied a sliding scale where there has been a long held encroachment but which
settlement has been sought then a reduction of the monetary value or the increase of monetary
value of the property has been levied. So, again, in the past we have had that pragmatic and
problem solving approach. That is the approach that we will continue to have in the future.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
The primary aspects for the review of the current policy was to ensure essential maintenance of the
sea wall was possible and not inhibited by any encroachment. To date, Minister, are you aware of
any foreshore encroachments that have caused issues in relation to the maintenance procedures
or the upkeep of Jersey’s sea defences?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Sorry, Chair, we lost you there, could you repeat that, please?

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
It is a long way to St. Brelade. The primary aspect of the review of the current policy was to ensure
that essential maintenance was possible not inhibited by any encroachment - this is the maintenance
of the sea walls, to date are you aware of any foreshore encroachments that have caused issues in
relation to the maintenance procedures or the upkeep of Jersey’s coastal defences?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
I am not aware of any serious incidents but obviously there is a 2-fold problem here inasmuch as …
it is very much like the Forth Bridge where the team are constantly maintaining the sea wall. As you
are aware from your Parish, Chair, we are increasing the height of some sea walls due to global
warming and rising tides. So we may need to raise the wall further around the coast but we will take
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that under advice. There is also a question of liability should somebody have cut an opening in the
sea wall and there is some flooding, and likewise if someone has steps going down to the beach
which are not well maintained and was put there without permission and somebody should take a
tumble, there would be a question of liability there. But, as Tim said, we are trying to take a pragmatic
approach but the sea wall itself is not just sloping out to sea underground but slopes back the other
way as well in a bracing motion, if you like, and there may be times when we are having to dig down
that side to make some repairs, which is very difficult if someone has built over it.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
It appears that there have not been any foreshore encroachments causing you difficulties in the
maintenance of the sea walls to date. Has anything changed within the revised policy as a result of
this, shall we say, non-incident? What provision has been made in the policy that is different from
what we already have to ensure that maintenance can take place?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
We did have a major incident a few years ago in St. Clement. The Le Bourg area of the sea wall,
there was an area several hundred feet long and it was a relatively new sea wall, I think built in the
1970s or 1980s, huge blocks of concrete were thrown around as if they were children’s toys. There
was some damage to the end of people’s gardens who had, shall we say, claimed that area of land.
So I think that had cost the best part of £500,000 to repair and took several months to implement.
But would we then approach the people behind the sea wall and say: “Well, if you think you own sea
wall then maybe you should pay for it?” which would be unreasonable and completely unfair. So we
know what our responsibilities are and …

[12.00]

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Would you agree that the incident at Le Bourg has informed the new policy?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
I would say it has fed into, yes. We know that mother nature wins every time and we must prepare
for changes in tides and, indeed, climate.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Have you been aware, Minister, of any property or land transactions that have needed to be halted
or of any transaction issues or disruptions caused as a result of the revised policy development
process? Have any transactions stopped because of it, do you feel?
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The Minister for Infrastructure:
If I could defer to Tim on that.

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Yes, there are 2 that are currently on the books awaiting for the hearings to be had. The revision
that we put to the proposition asked that the transactions would be halted until the policy was
debated. So there are 2 that are currently on hold. There may be others that people are not bringing
forward but there are certainly 2 that we are aware of.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. With regards to resourcing for the work that would need to be undertaken to monitor
and resolve existing and future encroachment as per your advice policy, will additional resourcing
be required and, if so, how will this aspect be managed and funded? Maybe this is one for John as
a finance man.

Head of Finance Business Partnering, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
I am not entirely sure to be honest with you, Constable. A lot of the effort is within the Law Officers’
Department at the moment I believe in terms of the actual investigations and I do not know, Tim, if
there are plans in that area for a specific resource to deal with this?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Absolutely, we are currently under-resourced and are waiting for the new organisational model as a
result of a couple of reviews that are ongoing. That will reshape the department …

Head of Finance Business Partnering, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
There are no specific bids for additional resource, though, is there, that has been put forward? It
will be within your target operating model?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Exactly.

Head of Finance Business Partnering, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
Yes.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
It seems that - and maybe this is one for the Minister - J.P.H. just is not adequately resourced to
deal with these encroachment matters and having seen the numbers involved it seems unlikely that
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you could achieve much within a reasonable time. To take a pragmatic view, Minister, what is your
thought on that in terms of resourcing? Can you get more resource?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
We may need some more resourcing that is true but, as I say, we have a very good team dealing
with things at the moment and as I mentioned at the outset most of these incidents are brought to
J.P.H. by prospective buyers who wish to, shall we say, clarify boundaries that are pretty
undetermined. So most people come to the department, as it were. But it is something that is
ongoing and it is something the department is very aware of. We are keen to get it resourced
properly, yes.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Will you be bidding in the Government Plan for additional resource?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
I do not believe that is … Andy, can you help with that?

Acting Director General, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
There is no new additional resourcing in this current Government Plan refresh for that. As Tim has
outlined, we are going through a process of property review at the moment and we will need to just
assess what that target operating model looks like once that work is completed in the early part of
2021, quarter 1, going into the summer and so it may well form future iterations. I am not saying at
this point we would not want to look at resources but I think we need to do the review work first to
understand what the answer would be.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. Minister, we wrote to you recently requesting to see documentation and research
relating to the landside boundary review. We note that this is not in the public domain and you have
requested our confirmation that information forwarded to the panel will be kept confidential. It has
always been part of our code of engagement with Government that confidential information provided
to Scrutiny will be treated as such. Please could I ask that you forward this information without delay
in order for us to consider this in our information gathering?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Absolutely, I will ask that any information is forwarded to you that is obviously not commercially
confidential or that breaks any confidentiality agreements. But obviously there are certain things we
did not want to enter the public domain, for instance anyone who may be encroaching. The team
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will obviously speak to these people and arrangements will be made. We did not think it was fair to
name people and properties so the team will be approaching people on an individual basis.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. I will just remind you of the code of engagement between Scrutiny and the Executive
for reference in due course.

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Absolutely.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Minister, when will the work to define all default boundary lines be complete? I know you are working
on it.

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
If I could just step in. We have the information on where the actual encroachments we believe are
for individual properties. The default is a little bit more challenging and requires sort of a wider view
and for that we do need to refer back to the Law Officers’ Department to make sure that the line we
are coming up with is defendable and logical. We are hoping that by Christmas time we will be in a
position to have that default line squared away and so it will be ready for the debate of the proposition
in the New Year.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
So will this be a map or some such like? Do you anticipate a map?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
Yes, it will be a line on the map.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Right, thank you. You mentioned in your letter to the panel on 22nd October that you are in the
process of compiling a master schedule to capture all key data on the opined boundary line around
the coast, the extent of the encroachments and possible resolutions. When will this schedule be
provided in confidence to the panel?

Director of Property, Jersey Property Holdings:
That schedule we are intending to send through to you as it is now. The areas that are outstanding
are bits of the north coast, which is the last piece of the actual review of the foreshore and so do not
have a huge amount of bearing on some of the more common topics of conversation. So we will
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send the document through to you. The officer is on leave this week so as soon as he is back next
week we will get it through to you. It covers the current … the areas considered to contentious.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. I am going to give you a rest now, Tim and talk about plastics. Reducing the Use of
Plastics Scrutiny Review, Minister, regarding the review into the reducing of plastics, could you
outline any progress made in respect of our recommendations?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Yes, indeed. I believe we have Richard Fauvel with us.

Acting Director, Transport:
Yes, I am here.

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Good morning, Richard. He is head of recycling and such like. Would you like to kick off, Richard?

Acting Director, Transport:
I can give you an update, Chair. With regard to point 1, the study to find out how much plastic was
available in the E.R.F. (Energy Recovery Facility), we have mapped this across with the data from
W.R.A.P. (Waste and Resources Action Programme) because we unfortunately cannot undertake
a physical study at the moment, and we believe there is in the order of a potential 3,000 tonnes
which could be extracted for that part. The household recycling collections, we still have 8 of the 12
Parishes on board. We have hit a bit of a snag with expanding this further. We are short on finances
and resources. We have bid for it but unfortunately I think it has been prioritised elsewhere.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you, Richard. What would you be bidding for? Could you just expand on that, please?

Acting Director, Transport:
We are bidding for extra funding. For bringing a Parish on board what we provide is the initial run
of bins and equipment and there is an initial cost on that but once that has been done the Parish
then take on the new bins, et cetera. But the thing which has hit us probably more is the recycling
markets themselves have declined a lot this year. So the gate fees which are attracted for different
materials have dropped significantly in some areas. So cardboard plummeted at the beginning of
the year but has picked up a bit now and plastics has also just recently plummeted. Some of these
differences are rather large so, for example, on plastics on the year high it can be £180 a tonne and
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the year low could -£30 a tonne. It can have a very big impact on the cost of providing or recycling
the materials.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Indeed, thank you. Deputy Gardiner has a question.

Deputy I. Gardiner of St. Helier:
I am not sure if it will be related specifically for this but I would like to raise it and maybe the Minster
can follow it up. With the new introduction of the face masks and most of them from plastic or other
materials, and we have started to see them flying around town because they are single use, is there
anything in place to make sure that the single use masks will not be all over Jersey?

Acting Director, Transport:
I think that is just as general littering policing problem and it is up to individuals to be responsible for
disposing of their waste in the correct places.

The Minister for Infrastructure:
I do not think I can add much to that. Deputy Gardiner is absolutely correct, I have seen some
masks being discarded in the streets which is very poor practice indeed. It can be put in with general
refuse, which is then incinerated at the Energy Recovery Facility which also destroys any viral
bacteria that may be encased in it. But just to drop it in the street is simply not on and it is obviously
a littering offence.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. I am going to move on to the thorny subject of hospital sites and, in particular, Overdale,
Minister. Do you think there are any foreseeable infrastructure challenges regarding the proposed
build of the hospital at Overdale, if it gets confirmed in the States? If so, could you please clarify
what those challenges might entail and how they could be overcome? I suspect the road might be
your biggest one but what are your views on that?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Absolutely correct, Chair. Obviously being Minister for Infrastructure that would fall to myself.
Should the States of Jersey accept Overdale as the site for the new hospital then obviously access
would be a major concern to us so we would looking at - which has already been mentioned in the
media - refurbishing Westmount Road as the main access point to Overdale should that be the
deemed site for the new hospital.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
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Do you think there are any other infrastructure issues on site such as carparking or shall we say
ground conditions that dictate that you might have more involvement?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
There will be carparking there but it is at early stages of development and design. Once, and if,
Overdale is chosen as the site for the new hospital then detailed planning will come in obviously with
the roads and general infrastructure for carparking. We have been talking about a courtesy bus
going up there on a regular basis just to sort of try and keep the traffic down as much as we can.

[12:15]

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Have you had much in the way of discussions with those involved with the build at the hospital, the
hospital team, as to what your involvement may be?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
It is very early days at the moment but I will be shortly, yes. As I say, access will be paramount
because there is quite a turnover of staff at the General Hospital at the moment when they change
shifts in the morning, they are coming and going so that will be of great concern to us because we
do not want it to coincide with school traffic. As there are no schools in that particular area then that
should not be a problem but, as I say, we need to keep traffic to a minimum, we need to work on the
access routes, the main access route to the new hospital should that be chosen, and all modes of
transport to get there. Better infrastructure, widening of the road has considered, obviously paving
and pedestrian and cycle access.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Going back to your department and the implications, clearly there will be a significant resource issue
for your roads team. Do you have the resource to provide the necessary team, the necessary work
that will be required to build a new road such as has been suggested?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
That would be part of the hospital development, I would imagine. Perhaps, Andy, you would like to
come in on that?

Acting Director General, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
Thank you. Yes, the development partner that has been chosen by Government will lead on
preparing the planning applications and all of the necessary works, orders and designs that are
required to deliver against the hospital. The main impact on the department will be to … obviously
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from a highways authority perspective there will be formal consultation with the transport and
highways team in terms of the design of any enhanced infrastructure and also from obviously a
regulatory side there will be regulatory decisions that need to be made by that side of the
department. But the majority of the work that is being put together is being done by the development
partner and that will then find its way to Government for authorisations.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. It was suggested that a cable car system could be one of the considered options to
provide an accessible transport link from town to the Overdale site. What are your views on this?
In fact, are there any other options that could be considered to make Overdale more accessible?
Minister, is that one for you, you are the politician?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Yes, certainly. Yes, I did mention that in the early stages but obviously there is considerable
expense involved and I then moved to the idea of bringing a travelator or a railway type thing passed
the homes down the bottom of the road there, King George V Homes, as an access route. But it
was considered to be too expensive and too steep, even though the houses there are occupied,
many of them are in a very poor state but people are living there and we have to respect that. But,
as I say, it is a very steep route going up. Access, as you quite rightly point out, Chair, is paramount.
We will be looking at all manners of access, whether it is a courtesy bus or as I mentioned obviously
cars, bikes, mopeds, anything we can to get people up but to keep it as green as possible would be
an ambition of mine. If that means a cable car of sorts then so be it. Excellent. But, as I say, we
need some mass transits to get people up and down there because there will be staff and patients
wanting to get there.

Deputy I. Gardiner:
In the past the Parish, and I also know residents, have several issues with geological structures in
that place, around the Westmount Road, Westmount. The question is who is going to do - and when
- a geotechnical feasibility study to be sure how and if it can be done, how much it will cost and what
does it mean to build there? It is a very complicated geological area.

Acting Director General, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
As part of the design of the scheme ground conditions will need to be assessed to inform the
construction details and the planning application that comes in. So I am expecting that would have
to take place within the first half of next year, once the States Assembly has decided that this site is
the preferred site. A lot of ground work has had to take place, ground condition assessments as
well as other things such as assessments of the site, the ecology of the site and other things that
have to be put together to inform any planning application.
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Deputy I. Gardiner:
I understand we need to do an ecological impact assessment but geotechnical site can be crucial
because it can substantially change the whole idea of building over the hospital and changing roads.
It is much more important or crucial in making a decision if it is Overdale or any other place - I will
not mention the names.

Acting Director General, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
Yes, I agree. I think it is vital to know ground conditions because it informs details of foundations
and how a building is built effectively. Again, I do not have any more details for the panel at this
point on that but what I can do is go back to the project team to find out details as to when ground
conditions will be assessed and the timescales for that.

Deputy I. Gardiner:
Especially around the roads and access and the buildings that surround there, thank you.

Acting Director General, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
Absolutely, yes.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Just picking up on that, there is a magnificent oak tree, I understand planted around 1935, outside
the old Edith Secker wing, can you confirm that this will receive preservation and not be swept aside
in this development? Minister, were you aware of it?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
We like to preserve all trees wherever possible.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Are you aware, Minister, of this particular magnificent specimen of an oak tree?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
No.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
It is worth looking at.

The Minister for Infrastructure:
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I have been told that there are several trees that need to be preserved. I am not sure of this particular
one. As a principle we like to preserve as many trees as possible and we are well aware of Clos
André further down the valley as well. So we would like to preserve them, yes, but I will bring that
to the developer’s attention.

The Connétable of Grouville:
We have spoken about access, mostly access from the south but most people do not live in St.
Helier and will be accessing the Overdale site from the north. What is going to be done with the
roads from that direction? Once people get to the hospital will there be adequate parking facilities
for staff - nurses, doctors and support staff - and indeed the general public who will not want to be
going into St. Helier to get the hospital, they will be coming in from other directions. Has adequate
parking been allowed for?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Yes, I believe that is all part of the planning process. Several areas have been highlighted for
parking, yes.

Acting Director General, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
If I can add, I think the wider transport assessment that needs to accompany the relevant proposals
will need to look in detail as to what other works are required in the areas surrounding the hospital,
if indeed that is appropriate. One of the balances to strike there is also protection of existing
residents amenities in terms of which way the traffic comes in and how the site is accessed. Some
of that work will inform the design solutions and whether it is appropriate for the site to be accessed
from the north or whether we want it to be accessed via Westmount Road as the Minister has
outlined previously.

The Connétable of Grouville:
Should we not identify or sort out those problems before we make a final decision because if the
geological survey turns out that it makes the site much more expensive, if the amount of remedial
work that is needed to be done on the road system to make it accessible … surely we should know
those things before we commit to the final site?

Acting Director General, Infrastructure, Housing and Environment:
Yes, so some work has already been in terms of the access. I believe certainly the numbers that
will be presented to the States Assembly do include a bigger assumption for Overdale for highways
and access spend because by virtue of where the site is it will need more spending on it to access
it in that location. Those headline figures will be built into those numbers.
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Deputy K.F. Morel of St. Lawrence:
Minister, just picking upon the Connétable of Grouville’s question about parking. The specification,
as I understand it, is for 800-900 parking spaces, which is larger than the largest multistorey car
park in the Island. This, in my opinion, seems ridiculous for a single facility. I would like to
understand how the department is going to work to minimise the need for parking and this space
given over to parking and how it will ensure that the hospital fits within the Sustainable Transport
Policy, with a view to again minimising … I do not think courtesy buses to town are the sole answer.
I would like a wider answer than that, please, Minister.

The Minister for Infrastructure:
It is part of the answer but, as I mentioned earlier, we will be looking at all forms of transport, mass
transit, if you like, to get people to the hospital and back into town again, which is where most people
live. At the moment most of the people who work at the hospital, or a great deal of people who work
at the General Hospital, live in town and a lot of people who attend hospital live in town, and people
who visit people in hospital, the large majority, live in town. So town will be quite central to the
planning of getting people to and from the new site, should that be the preferred site. But, as I say,
we are not directly involved at the moment with any preliminary planning for Overdale as it is. That
will come later and things may be scaled back with regard to parking. But, as I say, it is early days
yet.

Deputy K.F. Morel:
Do you think, Minister, that 800-900 parking spaces, larger than the largest multistorey car park in
Jersey, sounds like an appropriate number of parking spaces?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
That does seem quite high, yes, but, as I say, we are not involved directly with that at the moment
but that will come out in the fullness of time with details of how we get people there and back. But,
obviously, as part of the Sustainable Transport Policy we want to minimise traffic.

Deputy K.F. Morel:
Minister, this nothing to do with questioning, just to let you know of all the video feeds, yours is the
one that seems to be breaking up most on my computer. You are very blurred, is all I can say,
whereas everyone else is in perfect technicolour. So it may be a broadband issue at your end.

The Minister for Infrastructure:
If I am blurred that is a bonus on your behalf.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
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We do not have much time but I would like to ask you, Minister, quickly on the basis that the panel
has been made aware of concerns in relation to cyclists and regulation or lack thereof that governs
cyclists on Jersey’s road. What is your view on the suitability of regulation in relation to cyclists
these days, particularly with regard to the fact that we have a lot of electric powered cycles now, we
have racing cyclists, we have cruising cyclists? Have you been made aware of any concerns
regarding regulation that might govern cyclists on our roads?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
Well, I think at the moment that everything is perfectly adequate in regard to regulation. The law is
quite clear. There is a matter of policing. There are several pavements where it is permissible to
cycle and there are other shared spaces but other than that it is illegal to cycle on the pavement so
it is one of policing. Likewise I have been asked in the States why am I allowing people to cycle
through red lights. The answer is I do not, it is illegal and people are liable to prosecution if they do
so. I do not see any point at the moment in bringing in more laws just implementing the ones that
we have. We have Tristen with us who is the Director of Transport. Tristen, do you want to come
in?

Director, Transport:
I think you have covered the area very well, Minister. Under the existing laws there is potentially
significant fines where people cycle on pedestrian areas, they can be fined up to £500, where people
are found to cycle without due care or dangerously, there are fines of up to £2,000 available and
potentially terms in prison depending on the circumstances. We can all recall seeing cyclists on
occasion going through red lights or through pedestrian areas, however it is not something we see
every day and we also see similar things in motor vehicles, people smoking in cars when they are
driving or noisy motorcycles or not wearing their seatbelts but, you know, these are rare events in
reality. It is a matter for the police and the police are able to enforce this.

[12:30]

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Thank you. Given that anecdotal evidence suggests that many of the cycle accidents are not
reported officially, do you think that there ought to be some regulatory framework which would
ensure that those accidents are reported and to enable you to make policy on that basis?

The Minister for Infrastructure:
I believe any road traffic collision that results in an injury that is reported, that does come through to
the department. But I think things have changed quite a bit since you and I were youngsters, Chair.
I remember as a young boy I had an old Raleigh bike that was cast iron and if you got up to 15 miles
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an hour with the wind behind you you were lucky, but nowadays with modern designs, titanium bikes,
carbon fibre bikes, it is very easy to get up to some very, very high speeds. That is something that
is a problem. Lots of people do not wish to use the cycle tracks that we have provided or shared
spaces we provided, they prefer if they want to cycle fast to stay on the road, which they are legally
entitled to do. But it does cause a bit of friction between cyclists and motorists, which is unfortunate.
Technology is changing so rapidly now. Likewise lights on bicycles, bells on bicycles, these are all
legal requirements that people should have. I believe we will be taking on a cycle safety expert.
Tristen, do you want to come in on that?

Director, Transport:
Yes, as part of the strong start, we will be taking on a cycling infrastructure officer. He is there
primarily to develop the routes but also can look at some of these issues in conjunction with SP3,
which is the States policy section, who are also in the process of recruiting or have successfully
recruited a transport policy person who can help us get some of these things moving.

My

understanding is that if there is an accident that involves injury, the Minister is correct, it is reportable.
The road traffic collision accident database does not show a significant problem with errant cyclists,
particularly not in comparison to other forms of transport that are out there in the Island which have
much higher rates of accidents. I think you have to remember that cyclists have a bit of skin in the
deal so they have some motivation to cycle safely because if they do not they are liable to get hurt
themselves, they are not protected.

The Connétable of St. Brelade:
Indeed. Minister, our time is up. We have one or 2 further questions which we may follow up in
writing in due course but I will take this opportunity to thank you and your team for presenting today
and look forward to speaking to you a little bit later with regard to the Government Plan.

[12:33]
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